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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

A previously healthy 36-year-old mother of two died 11 days after receiving a P<zer COVID-19

shot.  Initially, her cause of death was deemed inconclusive, but at an inquest, pathologist Dr.

Sukhvinder Ghataura explained that he believes the COVID-19 shot was to blame. He told the

coroner:

“On the balance of probabilities, she had vaccine-related problems. There is nothing else

for me to hang my hat on. It is the most likely reason, in my conclusion. It is more than

likely Dawn died in response to the Covid jab.”

Government oNcials continue to deny deaths linked to P<zer’s mRNA COVID-19 shot. In the U.S.,

they’ve only acknowledged nine deaths as causally associated with Johnson and Johnson’s COVID-

19 shot as of May 10, 2022.  But this case, which occurred in the U.K., highlights the potential

dangers of shot-induced myocarditis.

According to Ghataura, the woman had several signs of myocarditis, or inYammation of the heart

muscle, including inYammation of the heart, Yuid in the lungs and a small clot in her lungs.

She had also reported menstrual irregularities, jaw pain and arm pain.  When asked by a family

member whether he believed the woman would still be alive today if she hadn’t received the shot,

Ghataura said, “It’s a diNcult question but I would say yes.”

COVID-19 Shots Increase Heart Attack Risk by 25% in Youth

At the conclusion of the inquest regarding the woman’s death, assistant coroner Alison McCormick

stated, “I give the narrative conclusion that her death was caused by acute myocarditis, due to

recent Covid-19 immunization.”  Myocarditis is a recognized adverse effect of mRNA COVID-19

shots,  and one that has been named in other deaths.

Dr. Neil Singh Dhalla, a CEO of a major health clinic, fell asleep four days after he got a COVID-19

booster shot — and died from a heart attack.  The autopsy stated myocarditis. He was only 48

years old and had never had heart problems in his life. In another example, epidemiologists

con<rmed that two teenage boys from different U.S. states died of myocarditis days after getting

the P<zer shot.

Both had received second doses of the shot. In a study that examined the autopsy <ndings, it’s

reported that the “myocarditis” described in the boys’ deaths is “not typical myocarditis

pathology”:

“The myocardial injury seen in these post-vaccine hearts is different from typical

myocarditis and has an appearance most closely resembling a catecholamine-mediated

stress (toxic) cardiomyopathy. Understanding that these instances are different from

typical myocarditis and that cytokine storm has a known feedback loop with

catecholamines may help guide screening and therapy.”

An astounding study published in Scienti<c Reports further revealed that calls to Israel’s National

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) for cardiac arrest and acute coronary syndrome increased

more than 25% among 16- to 39-year-olds from January 2021 to May 2021, compared to the same

time period in 2019 and 2020.

The researchers evaluated the association between the volume of the calls and other factors,

including COVID-19 shots and COVID-19 infection, but a link was only found for the shots:

“[T]he weekly emergency call counts were signiIcantly associated with the rates of 1st and

2nd vaccine doses administered to this age group but were not with COVID-19 infection

rates.

While not establishing causal relationships, the Indings raise concerns regarding vaccine-

induced undetected severe cardiovascular side-effects and underscore the already

established causal relationship between vaccines and myocarditis, a frequent cause of

unexpected cardiac arrest in young individuals.”

COVID Shots Weren’t Tested on Pregnant Women

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration and P<zer attempted to hide COVID-19 shot clinical trial

data for 75 years. “When I saw that, that’s when I got very vocal and said fraud has occurred. How

do I know that? They won’t show us the clinical data,” former Blackrock portfolio manager Edward

Dowd said.  This should be a red Yag for all Americans.

Now that a lawsuit forced the FDA to release thousands of the documents, data about what they

were trying to hide is coming out. Among the revelations is evidence that P<zer deliberately

excluded pregnant women from COVID-19 shot trials. So how did they make the recommendation

that the shots are safe and effective for pregnant women?

This was based on a 42-day study involving 44 rats.  What’s more, a P<zer-BioNTech rat study

revealed the shot more than doubled the incidence of preimplantation loss and also led to a low

incidence of mouth/jaw malformations, gastroschisis (a birth defect of the abdominal wall) and

abnormalities in the right-sided aortic arch and cervical vertebrae in the fetuses.

A CDC-sponsored study that was widely used to support the U.S. recommendation for pregnant

women to get injected “presents falsely reassuring statistics related to the risk of spontaneous

abortion in early pregnancy,” according to the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge (IPAK).

When the risk of miscarriage was recalculated to include all women injected prior to 20 weeks’

gestation, the incidence was seven to eight times higher than the original study indicated, with a

cumulative incidence of miscarriage ranging from 82% to 91%.

Also buried in one of the documents is the statement, “Clinical laboratory evaluation showed a

transient decrease in lymphocytes that was observed in all age and dose groups after Dose 1,

which resolved within approximately one week ...”  What this means is P<zer knew that, in the <rst

week after the shot, people of all ages experienced transient immunosuppression, or put another

way, a temporary weakening of the immune system, after the <rst dose.

PKzer and FDA Knew Vaccines Were Not ‘Safe and Effective’

"It looks to me — this is not an overstatement from what I've seen — that this was a clinical trial that

by August 2021, P<zer and the FDA knew was failed, the vaccines were not safe and effective,” said

investigative author Naomi Wolf. “That they weren’t working. That the eNcacy was waning ... and

that they were seriously dangerous. And they rolled it out anyway."

Regarding the shots for pregnant women, Wolf said, in an interview with Stephen Bannon on “War

Room,” that a spike in severe adverse events among pregnant women coincides with the rollout of

COVID-19 shots.

U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) whistleblowers datamined the DOD health database, revealing

signi<cant increases in rates of miscarriage and stillbirths, along with cancer and neurological

disease, since COVID-19 jabs rolled out.  "This is honestly one of the wors[t] things I've ever, ever

seen in my 35 years as a reporter," Wolf said.

Not only does IPAK’s data show COVID-19 injections prior to 20 weeks are unsafe for pregnant

women, but 12.6% of women who received it in the third trimester reported Grade 3 adverse events,

which are severe or medically signi<cant but not immediately life-threatening. Another 8% also

reported a fever of 38 degrees C (100.4 degrees F), which can lead to miscarriage or premature

labor.

Young children are also developing severe hepatitis and nobody knows why.  COVID-19 shots have

been linked to cases of liver disease  and liver damage following the shots has been deemed

“plausible.”

ConKrmed: COVID Shots Affect Menstrual Cycles

It’s clear that there are many unknowns about how COVID-19 shots affect pregnancy and

reproduction, including their effects on menstrual cycles. Women around the globe have reported

changes in their menstrual cycles following COVID-19 shots, and health oNcials have tried to brush

off the reports or label them all as anecdotal.

But a study published in Obstetrics & Gynecology — and funded by the National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development (NICHD) and the National Institutes of Health’s (NIH) ONce of

Research on Women's Health — con<rms an association between menstrual cycle length and

COVID-19 shots.

Clinical trials for COVID-19 shots did not collect data about menstrual cycles following injection,

and the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) does not actively collect menstrual cycle

information either, making it diNcult to initially determine whether the shots were having an effect.

Anecdotal reports on social media, however, are numerous and, according to the study, “suggest

menstrual disturbances are much more common …”

The Obstetrics & Gynecology study involved 3,959 individuals between the ages of 18 and 45 years.

Those who had not received a COVID-19 shot noted no signi<cant changes in cycle four during the

study compared to their <rst three cycles.

Those who received COVID-19 shots, however, had longer menstrual cycles, typically by less than

one day, when they received the shots. The longer cycles were noted for both doses of the injection,

with a 0.71-day increase after the <rst dose and 0.91-day increase after the second dose.

While the researchers described the change as not clinically signi<cant, meaning it’s not notable

from a health standpoint, there were some women who experienced even greater menstrual

changes, particularly those who received two shots in the same menstrual cycle. These changes

included a two-day increase in cycle length and, in some cases, changes in cycle length of eight

days or more.

PKzer Shot Only 12% Effective in Children

Adding insult to injury, research conducted by the New York State Department of Health shows the

dismal reality about the effectiveness of COVID-19 shots in children.  From December 13, 2021 to

January 24, 2022, they analyzed outcomes among 852,384 children aged 12 to 17 years, and

365,502 children aged 5 to 11 year, who had received two doses of the shots.

Effectiveness declined rapidly among 5- to 11-year-olds, falling from 68% to just 12%. Protection

against hospitalization also dropped, from 100% to 48%. Among 11-year-olds alone, vaccine

effectiveness plunged to 11%.  The lackluster response was blamed on the dosage discrepancies

among the age groups, as 5- to 11-year-olds receive two 10-microgram P<zer shots, while 12- to

17-year-olds receive 30-microgram shots.

In the younger age group, the shots provided almost no protection at all. And it’s not only children

who are affected by the shots’ rapidly waning effectiveness. COVID-19 booster shots also lose

effectiveness rapidly, with protection plummeting by the fourth month post-shot.  One CDC-funded

study involved data from 10 states collected from August 26, 2021 to January 22, 2022, periods

during which both delta and omicron variants were circulating.

Visits to emergency rooms and urgent care facilities, as well as hospitalizations, among people

seeking medical care for COVID-19 were analyzed. The study did not include milder COVID-19

cases, for which no medical attention was sought.

While initially vaccine effectiveness against COVID-19-associated emergency department or urgent

care visits and hospitalizations was higher after the booster shot, compared to the second COVID-

19 injection, effectiveness waned as time passed since vaccination.

Within two months of the second COVID-19 shot, protection against emergency department and

urgent care visits related to COVID-19 was at 69%. This dropped to 37% after <ve months post-

shot. The low effectiveness <ve months after the initial shot series is what prompted oNcials to

recommend a booster dose — and the third shot “boosted” effectiveness to 87%.

This boost was short-lived, however. Within four to <ve months post-booster, protection against

emergency department and urgent care visits decreased to 66%, then fell to just 31% after <ve

months or more post-booster.

Considering the adverse effects and lack of effectiveness, many have called for an immediate

withdrawal of the shots. IPAK believes the data are already compelling enough to withdraw the

shots for vulnerable populations, including pregnant and breastfeeding women, children and those

of child-bearing age.

Janci Chunn Lindsay, Ph.D., a prominent toxicologist and molecular biologist who works with M.D.

Anderson Cancer Center-Houston, spoke at the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization

Practices meeting held April 23, 2021, and also called for “all gene therapy vaccines” to “be halted

immediately due to safety concerns on several fronts,” including fertility.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,364 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Every single C19 Vax manufacturing Company CEO, Directors and Board Members including Fauci and his immediate circle, as well as

with every country's controlling Government Heads and Senior Cabinets need to be immediately arrest. With each and everyone of

them publicly executed. Each and everyone involved in supporting the use of of C19 Vax should never have made the jabs mandatory,

allowed the jabs to be given to pregnant or breastfeeding women or those wishing to fall pregnant. Until proper trials facts were

released no child under the age of consent should have been given the jabs.

Each and every person responsible for making, distributing and approving the Vaxxes, knew what they were doing. There should be no

further justi<cation for executing these people. They have destroyed the world that was, prior to December 2019. We know there were

Patons taken out on C19 as early as 1999. The death or maiming of every person injected have been subjected to death or at the very

least, a lifetime of major health issues. Innocent people did not need to be given horrible life sentences when they obeyed their

Governments to get "vaccinated".

It was a pure breach of trust that will never ever, be restored. As for Doctors and Nurses who blindly obeyed, especially in

administration of Remdesivir and ventilator as well as the injecters, should immediately lose their licences to practice medicine ever

again. They breach an unspoken trust between the medical profession and patients. Their oath was "to do no harm". They should have

stood up and protected their patients.
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The execution should be by stoning, with victims and families and friends of victims as the ones throwing the stones.
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There IS NO SUCH THING AS 'INFORMED' CONSENT when one is 'informed' with the lies that were shoveled out to the public!!!
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There was a government announcement regarding Covid vaccines for children on my nextdoor app yesterday. There was such an

overwhelming negative response that responses were closed. America is <nally waking up!!!
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Everyone MUST WAKE UP, IMMEDIATELY!
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Latest Bad News About COVID Vaccines
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

A previously healthy 36-year-old mother of two died 11 days after receiving a P<zer COVID-19

shot; her death was deemed to be caused by myocarditis due to the shot

'

Emergency calls for cardiac arrest and acute coronary syndrome increased more than 25%

among 16- to 39-year-olds from January to May 2021, compared to the same time period in

2019 and 2020

'

P<zer deliberately excluded pregnant women from COVID-19 shot trials; the recommendation

that the shots are safe and effective for pregnant women was based on a 42-day study

involving 44 rats

'

Research conducted by the New York State Department of Health found the shots’ effectiveness declined rapidly among 5- to 11-year-olds, falling

from 68% to just 12%

'

Considering the adverse effects and lack of effectiveness, many have called for an immediate withdrawal of the shots'
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That's great to hear! However, just in case Geert VB's recent prediction of extremely deadly variants emerging in a few months

are correct, we need to be ready for some drastic changes. The people waking up now will actually, for the <rst time in this

plandemic, be at truly signi<cant risk if he's right. Just be aware there is a distinct possibility everything about this <asco could

change, and we better be ready. Our totally correct mantra that the fear-mongering has been overblown and caused far more

damage than the virus, won't <t the reality anymore. GVB has been mostly right so far, and while nobody has a crystal ball, he

should be payed attention to.
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When an unapproved drug, therapy or vaccine is new and experimental, all adverse reactions and death should be considered to be

caused by that agent until proven otherwise. We are currently looking the other way and doing just the opposite. My advice to all

humanity - Never inject anything into the body.
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I echoed your EVERY WORDS! No one seems to be having or using COMMON SENSE! I’m totally baued when I see smart, well

educated people took the jabs & NEVER EVER DID ANY RESEARCH! Many of them are REFUSING to blame their injuries to the

jabs! U N B E L I E V A B L E!!!
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When risk of heart attack or other illness is increased, it means damage has been done to many more people - were just not looking

for damage to health. If we were to study the health impact of vaccines instead of the illness risk, we would get a much clearer picture.

Unfortunately, modern medicine has no useful tools and techniques to measure healthiness. We have a science of medicine, but no

science of Healthicine. The "World Health Organization" is actually the World Sick Organization. To your health, Tracy
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Along the lines of what you've written, I've been wondering if we'll see a competitive advantage for unjabbed athletes versus

their mostly vaxxed competition. If some athletes drop dead, seems like many more would have lesser damage. Cardiovascular

damage should affect athletic performance, particular at the elite level. It doesn't seem apparent so far, which is surprising.

We'll see.
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Negative after negative revealed and yet, the band plays on with Ringmaster Gates smirking about the next pandemic and how we will

be paying attention this time. Almost one could think it is all planned? Hmmm?
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YES!
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This entire covid scam has gotten old and frankly the fear mongering doesn't cause fear anymore. And about masking all i gotta say is

,"Try and make me mask up". Im sure the monkey pox crap on tv is happening only to the vaccinated idiots. Keep complying
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We could be in for whiplash on a massive scale. Geert Vanden Bosche, who has been mostly right so far, expects the virus to

mutate into multiple highly virulent strains within a few months, and we'll see carnage on an unprecedented scale. We need to

be prepared if this happens - physically of course. But also psychologically and mentally. The sane minority has correctly

sneered at the fear-mongering over a virus that mostly kills people ready to die from whatever the next stressor might be. This

next round, according to GVB, will affect all age groups and demographics, except we purebloods will be able to handle it if

we're in general good health. We must be ready for the new narrative if this happens. They'll undoubtedly blame the unjabbed -

the jabbed are to blame actually. We'll be under even worse pressure than before, and even more unjusti<ably this time.
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These JABS NEEDS TO BE PULLED & BANNED! Here’s what happened to several members of my family after COVID vaccination: In

June 2021, my cousin aunt in NEW YORK was found dead inside her home, she died suddenly, 69yrs old. In May 2021 her friend died

suddenly also. My cousin aunt in New York died suddenly 52 years old. My Brother-in-law died suddenly in South America in November

2021, 59 yrs old & the hospital REFUSED to do an Autopsy. My aunt in Canada is vomitting blood & now in a Coma, 67 yrs old! My aunt

in South America is paralyzed from the waist down & her husband died of a massive heart attack in November 2021, 74yrs old.

My wife cousin in Staten Island New York, her husband had blood clots all over the body & died 3 days after diagnosed, 68 yrs old. My

uncle in New York now has cancer, and it’s spreading, 70 yrs old. My aunt in South America died suddenly also, 81 yrs old All my co

workers are sick and testing positive after the jabs. In my 27 years working at the same job, I have NEVER see so many call outs after

the jabs! We all worked thru the pandemic as essential workers & NO ONE GOT SICK OR CATCH COVID. I’ve seen daily suffering from

my co-workers, they are always coughing, feeling tired, feeling sleepy, sneezing, in pain, cannot wake up for work.

And I know many other healthy people died & many others are still suffering after the jabs! Many of my friends & neighbors are hurting,

they were all healthy before the Jabs.I am NOT VACCINATED & NEVER EVER WILL SUBMIT TO THESE POISONS. We MUST do our part

my sharing these articles & help everyone get educated on what’s happening, corruptions, big pharMa lies, sensoring the truths,

danger & side effects of these experimental injectionsI PRINT out HANDOUTS & I share it with people everywhere I go!
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All of this is SCREAMING George Orwells' 1984, to me! ! ! ! It is really frightening!
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Hey, Guinea Pig, what part of "experimental" do you not understand? If we even look at minuscule parts of the data... why would you

consider a toxic product that might make you sterile--doesn't that raise a red Yag? Who recalls how Tiffany Dover collapsed on

national television--and people still want to line up for the jab? Doesn't the fact that insurance does not cover adverse effects from

experimental drugs and there have not been govt payouts for injuries/deaths concern you? Group think and virtue signaling defy all

logic.
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Perfectly said!!!!
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"many have called for an immediate withdrawal of the shots"???... We call for Nuremberg trials, prosecution and death sentence!
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Do we need more proof than this?!! What will it take to end this death shot? Why are people ignoring all this!!
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Could it be they all are being “Controlled”?
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As the saying goes, there is nothing new under the sun. The overwhelming majority of people are authoritarian followers. For

example, I was talking to my brother a few months ago. He is a very smart guy, professional, highly educated, successful, the

whole bit. We often discuss the plandemic, vaccines, etc. He's triple-jabbed, maybe more now. He <rmly believes the CDC, FDA,

and NIH are doing their best to protect the public. This is what most believe. It's similar to a child coming to grips with the fact

their parents don't really love or care about them. Denial is easier than facing the truth. The people ignoring all this are childlike,

and such people have always been and always will be the majority.
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Can we say, "STUPID"?
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Good point Versatile. When was the last time I went to a doctor and asked for a series of measurements of my immune status. Under

Traditional Chinese Medicine people would regularly pay their doctor when they were well and receive routine health maintenance

advice. If they ever became ill the doctor would treat them with no charge.
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The shot may not work at all and only hurt. Fauci/Bill Gates need to be stopped/held accountable and the rest.
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RebelChickJMJ
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my friend's 52 year-old Cardiologist Cousin- took Moderna Booster & suffered MAJOR STROKE within days! He is now 100% disabled

after 2 months in hospital- he cannot walk, can talk now with much effort, and can eat small bites only- HORRIFIC!!! He brainwashed

many of his cousins to take the INJECTICIDE & constantly shamed them if they said No way! He did not convince my friend, thank

GOD! I have similiar true stories that would blow your mind...POISON INJECTICIDE!!! Ps..this Cardiologist still says "my stroke ws not

related to the Covid Jab" !!!! and his sister ( his night x caretaker) will not allow my friend to visit "because she is not vaccinated!!!" You

cannot make this SH-T up! Cognitive Dissonance/Mass Psychosis/Denial
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Let's not forget a lot of women experiencing similar menstrual symptoms who did not receive clot shot but from shedding from people

who've received the shots.
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My husband and I are in our late 70's, as are many of our friends. I took the <rst P<zer Shot, I did not want to, but my husband insisted.

I broke out like crazy from my shoulders to ankles. One "set" of friends took ALL the Moderna shots including boosters. They are now

in the Hospital with. . . . . . you guessed it. . . . . COVID and a BAD RASH all over! ! ! I went to my PCP, to see if he could help with the

rash. He gave me triamcinolone (sp) It did NOTHING! Time is the only thing that helped!
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Horrifying! I am so sorry that happened to you. This may sound stupid, but it works for us and a few friends who've tried it. I

make a quadruple strength chamomile tea and use it for bites, stings, and rashes. I simply make an organic teabag in 1/4 cup of

boiling water, and steep until it's cool. Then I use the teabag to dab or smear it on, and keep it in the 'fridge. Use as often as you

like. It lasts about 3 days, and the cool feels good on hives, heat rash, <re ant stings, bee stings, etc. My sister grows and uses

jewelweed, cuts it up and simmers it, strains it, pours it into ice cube trays. It works just as well, I've used that too. Maybe this

will come in useful for someone in the future. Take care, Molly
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Zn/Mg may help. Milk thistle/dandelion may help detox at night with water. A hair test shows good minerals/heavy metal levels.

God bless!
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Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM
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People in supposedly good health are dropping during exercise. The following link takes you to the Boston half marathon where all

runners are supposed to be jabbed in order to participate. The results are not pretty.

thekylebecker.substack.com/.../all-16-runners-who-collapsed-and
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Thanks for the link. I've read several, and getting tired of hearing that 70 degrees F is hot and to blame. 90 is hot. 80 is hot for

running. The race started in the low 60's, runners (not walkers) ended their race when it was 70 degrees or so. Temps were <ne.
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM
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trendingpolitics.com/all-16-runners-who-collapsed-and-runner-who-died-..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I've said from the beginning; all deaths will be blamed on covid! They need to protect the narrative! --

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7527296  -- "only 12% 'effective'"! As long as you continue to print these outrageous LIES; we are no

further ahead than when we started. The nanobot shots are doing nothing but harming and killing people! We will see how "effective"

these shots are, in the fall! At least; hundreds of thousands of people have already died from the shots - globally. If you believe

anything other than that - you are still fast asleep! So; how long before the NEXT "pandemic"?
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, I agree the number of COVID deaths is vastly overstated. And even those who died were overwhelmingly just ready to die

from the next bout of Yu, indigestion, or whatever hit them. Very few have had their lives appreciably shortened by a COVID

infection. However, that will change if Geert Vanden Bosche is right. If you haven't already seen it, his latest interview with

BigTree on the HighWire is riveting and I'm not easily riveted. De<nitely worth a look. We need to be ready in case he's right. We

purebloods will be OK according to GVB but we'll probably be under greater attack than ever - with even less justi<cation.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steel; I do constant and continuous research (most people are too busy with other things) and I can assure you that I know as

much about what's going on and what's coming, as any person could. What people are hearing about (adverse events), is only

the very tip of the iceberg. Those shots are changing humanity; changing their genetic code (the ones that don't die within a

short period). They are now the 'patented' property of Big Pharma and Big Tech! Watch these two videos. The <rst one is from

2020. They've learned much more since then. The second one pulls no punches. Dr. Judy explains exactly what's going on! --

www.bitchute.com/.../YThHI6XOzDoq  -- www.bitchute.com/video/qhjNWjiz47tG/?comment=1Zo9GmlrtDiRM0fjVM7C7Jw1u..
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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Thanks, Randy I will check them out. Do you think GVB is right and extremely virulent - mainly to the vaxxed - variants are

coming very soon? This would add a whole new dimension. Up until now I've not worried about the virus, had it in July 2020,

foot rash for 3-4 days was my only symptom. If he's right, we not only have to worry about them trying to force the jab on us -

emphasis on "trying" - but the virus itself will be a real threat, which is entirely new.
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Steel; I have no doubt that if the psychopaths aren't achieving their "goal" fast enough, a "real" deadly virus would certainly do

the trick. Of course, they would have to keep a close eye on things; or it could possibly get to them. Although, I think it's more a

matter of targeting certain types of individuals. There are all kinds of retroviruses in the Lipid Nanoparticles that are being

activated (cancer, HIV, etc.) - and there are different batches. One thing for sure...It is the Synthetic Spike Protein (only one

spike, of many) and the over-vaccinating that is creating all the variants!

It's the same as the overuse of antibiotics leaves them ineffective against new strains. -- Whatever is being injected into people,

there are elements that will work synergistically to create more harm as time passes. It's like combining two chemicals that are

harmless on their own - combine them; then BOOM! The "booster" shots will keep on coming...it's a game of Russian Roulette! I

guess we can blame the Russians for that one. ;)
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The embarrassing new low being achieved is the number of brainwashed people who sacri<ce their children to serve the State. May

God forgive them and their ignorance. Jesus stated "My people parish do to lack of knowledge"
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God may forgive them. I'm not nearly nice enough to ever do that. I don't see how a mere human could, or should
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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This is recent but scary research: Possible discovery of mechanism behind mysterious COVID-19 symptoms, besides the micro blood

clots. Now, researchers at Linkping University (LiU), Sweden, have discovered that the body's immune system can affect the spike

protein on the surface of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, leading to the production of a misfolded spike protein called amyloid (think

Alzheimer). The research team studies illnesses which are caused by misfolded proteins, of which Alzheimer's disease in the brain is

the most well-known example. The researchers noted that there are many similarities between COVID-19-related symptoms and those

which are observed in illnesses caused by misfolded proteins.

"We have never seen such perfect, but scary, <brils as these ones from the amyloid-producing SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and pieces

thereof." the prof said. medicalxpress.com/news/2022-05-discovery-mechanism-mysterious-covid-sy..  * * * Will the vaccine spikes do

the same? They didn't say in the article, but it seems logic to me that those spikes are broken down in the same way by the immune

system, and so produce the same misfolded proteins, <brils and in the long term Alzheimer. And also it seems logic that those vaccine

spikes cause micro blood clots as well.
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Isn't this old "news"? It is to me.
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Randyfast the publication date is May 17, 2022. Maybe old news to you but to me that is quite recent. Well it could be you mean

that you heard last year maybe already the spikes could possible cause alzheimers, but there was no proof of it, so this is the

<rst research that shows the mechanism and the proof that it about the spikes, which is scary as spikes are created by the

vaccine also, Will there be Alheimers pandemic in a few years? This is also interesting for Alzheimers and Autism research,

because it shows the mechanism and involvement of immune system with the unfolded proteins. .
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steelj
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Misfolded proteins? That's prions - like CWD in deer, CJD in people. Horrible way to die, very slow to develop, slow to kill but

always does. As Randy said, a link to prions has been bandied about for a long time, this is a new study though that adds to

what's known - at least that's the idea. At this point any study is suspect - all science in the US is hopelessly corrupt. In the rest

of the world like Sweden where this study was done, there are probably some pockets of integrity left, but how can you know

who they are?
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Steel is right - Prions...back when they were also talking about Antibody Dependent Enhancement. We will be hearing a lot about

that in the next couple of years. Of course, everything will be blamed on covid - or monkey pox, or H5N1, or some other invisible

threat. Never, will it be blamed on the nanobot shots.
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This is intriguing, but I don't know how reliable it is. The site Infowars writes: The monkeypox outbreak currently springing up in

countries around the world appears to originate from a “lab strain”, a source at the European Centers For Disease Control (ECDC)

reportedly revealed. Independent investigator Dr. Benjamin Braddock claimed on Twitter that an unnamed source at the ECDC told him

that preliminary analysis of the monkeypox found the virus came from a lab and may be related to the U.S’s biological research in

Ukraine. www.infowars.com/posts/bombshell-report-monkeypox-appears-to-be-lab-st..
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ArtemisC
Joined On 10/30/2011 5:56:07 PM
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While monkeypox is not the subject of this article, Amazing Polly uncovered the document (below) indicating in a "<ctious"

monkeypox pandemic scenario that the cause of the monkeypox outbreak (outlined in detail in the document) is a terrorist

stealing the virus from a laboratory for the purpose of releasing the virus into the population: "Strengthening Global Systems to

Prevent and Respond to High-Consequence Biological Threats":

www.nti.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/NTI_Paper_BIO-TTX_Final.pdf
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now it seems we have to look out for rabbit pox (reported in the news a couple of days ago)!!! Be afraid--be VERY AFRAID---
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Tallulah 3, monkeypox, HIV/Aids 2.0
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liharlu
Joined On 9/22/2010 1:50:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s off topic. Anyone can help what natural supplements to take for high D dimer ?The person has RA /reumathoid arthritis. Taking Rx

blood thinner n the skin is bluish now. And also take D3 5000 n K2. I am wondering if K2 cause high d dimer. Thank you for your help?
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amour thyroid not by TSH, but symptoms may help for high D dimer. RA can be due to gluten. The pretend vax may make it

worse. Milk thistle/dandelion at night with lots of water may help detox. Fish oil thins the blood. Aloe in Ortho-gel may help

loosen up the blood. Vit K2 may help eat up clots if they clot is due to Ca. Snake venom may gel blood in the shots. Anti-venom

may help. Vit K1 helps clotting. This is not off topic. Mitochondria may be hurt by the shot or people shedding from the shot.

PQQ may help. Hair test shows good minerals/heavy metal levels. Zn/Mg may help. My pro<le...click on my name. Shows what I

do that helps my health. God bless!
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FLCCC.net
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This beautiful child died in her sleep after getting vaxx’d as a requirement for school. What makes her case especially sad is last year,

her mom pregnant with an unborn son had also died in her sleep after getting vaxx’d too. If these two young, healthy women had not

gotten vaxx’d, they would have been part of a happy family of <ve now. The girl’s sister created a GoFundMe account but she was not

allowed to mention both had died after getting vaxx’d. There is no justice for this family!

www.gofundme.com/f/nstez-another-unexpected-loss?utm_campaign=p_cp+sha..
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Can anyone please direct me to information regarding the exact ingredients in the Covid "vaccines"? Thank you.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Boron was researched for Myocarditis......search Boron Myocarditis ......
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"P<zer Shot Only 12% Effective in Children" not if you consider the confounder that at least half the shots are either placebos, or end of

the batch which are weak sauce compared to the <rst fruits of a batch. What you have is the unassailed natural immunity working. So
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the batch which are weak sauce compared to the <rst fruits of a batch. What you have is the unassailed natural immunity working. So

until batch lots show evidence of consistency, it is impossible to prove effectiveness.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read and heard that monkey pox is being spread by homosexual men. Sounds like maybe Fauci released it on them like he did Aids. I

believe the monkey pox is fear porn. It’s a way for them to jab more people
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ast7851
Joined On 10/7/2018 8:15:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone have evidence that the spike protein is affecting the unvaccinated? Someone I know received the booster and then his 3

year old ended up with viral ear infection and another more serious bone infection.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. It's called shedding. Many people become ill after being close to newly vaxxed people. Some women have even miscarried

after being close to relatives who'd recently been 'vaccinated'.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DebbyW--everyone should be keeping a health journal. We should jot down (it's not that diNcult to do) in a journal what is going

on with our health. This is of great value when you are trying to <gure out when a certain condition started and you are so sick

at the moment that you cannot remember. Trust me, I know from experience. I have been logging a health journal since 2008.

There have been many issues with my health and had I not had the journal, I could not remember dates, diagnoses,

prescriptions, reactions to said prescriptions and many other things. These small daily notes are invaluable, too, when you visit

your doctor. It seems like a daunting task, but as they say, "how do you eat an elephant? A: One bite at a time...
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